Mexico’s Wheat Fields Are Releasing a Dangerous Greenhouse Gas, N2O
by Joshua Partlow and Chris Mooney
Dec. 22, 2021: Ciudad Obregón (abridged) – In the foothills of the Sierra Madre mountains, the carcasses of starving cattle rotted in a bone-dry reservoir.  Useless fishing nets hung on dusty fences.  Rowboats were stranded in the sand.
Down on the valley floor, Rafael Parra bent to the work of feeding the world — and unintentionally warming it.  A layer of chalk-white fertilizer had been scattered on the barren ground.  Tractors had cut long furrows in the dry and crumbling soil.  The wheat seeds would not be planted for days, but it was time to release the laughing gas.
Parra plunged one end of an old, plastic tube into an irrigation canal, generating the suction that sent water gurgling into the drought-parched earth....  Like many farm workers here, was not fully aware of the invisible consequences of his work.  But scientists who have studied this valley for decades know that in these precise moments and conditions — when water mixes with nitrogen fertilizer, and when no crop is in the ground to absorb it — huge surges of nitrous oxide (N2O) gas are released into the atmosphere.
Yaqui Valley farmers scatter heavy doses of fertilizer on bare ground, irrigate and wait for days or weeks before planting.  In these wet conditions, soil microbes break down a compound called nitrate in a process that unleashes N2O into the air.
The world’s climate conferences and pledges have done nothing to change a basic and dangerous fact: concentrations of major greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere continue to rise.  What happens each fall in this valley underscores how difficult it is to even track these emissions accurately, let alone stop them.
Emerging scientific evidence suggests that Mexico’s emissions of N2O are significantly underestimated.  Emissions may be double or even quadruple what the country reports.  It’s a problem that the Mexican government acknowledged to the Washington Post for this story.
As a contributor to climate change, N2O remains a mysterious villain, crudely measured and less-studied than CO2 and other GHGs.  But it has caused 6.5% of the world’s current warming.  Its concentration in the atmosphere is growing at an accelerating rate, surpassing even some of the worst projections.  The gas is 265 times more powerful than CO2 in heating the atmosphere over a period of 100 years.  It depletes the planet’s ozone layer.  And it lingers in the air for more than a century.
Last year, atmospheric concentrations of N2O showed a record-high increase, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
The families who grow wheat in the Yaqui Valley run some of the most sophisticated, large-scale commercial operations in the country — the type of highly productive, heavily irrigated agricultural system essential for feeding billions of people.  The bulk of their crop is durum wheat, which is exported by cargo ship to countries in Africa and Latin America, for foods such as pastas and couscous.  The rest is kept local for breads and tortillas.
The problems with the over-fertilization found here, in the world’s 10th-largest GHG emitter, are also common for the developing world.  Wheat farmers in the Yaqui Valley apply about 300 kilograms of nitrogen onto every hectare of land they cultivate — primarily by scattering urea pebbles onto the soil before planting and later pumping anhydrous ammonia gas into the irrigation water, once the wheat starts growing.  That rate of nitrogen use is 50% higher than what is allowed by law in parts of Germany.  Britain prohibits fertilizing before planting in vulnerable areas — a common practice in the valley.
“Indeed, these rules do not exist in Mexico,” Juan Gabriel León Zaragoza, a spokesman for Mexico’s Agriculture Ministry, said in a statement to The Post.  “In part because these types of regulations are difficult to enforce, especially considering the size of our country compared to European countries.”
Without regulation, the fight against N2O pollution is left to people such as Iván Ortiz-Monasterio.  The 63-year-old agronomist from Cuernavaca has spent his career trying to convince farmers to use nitrogen more efficiently.  Research by Ortiz-Monasterio and his colleagues has shown how farmers in the Yaqui Valley often use roughly double the amount of fertilizer necessary, and that much of the excess nitrogen was being lost to the environment.
Over decades working in the valley, the soft-spoken scientist developed an intimate knowledge of the financial and cultural pressures that encourage wheat farmers to apply too much fertilizer — even when they could save money and pollute less.
“For the farmer, the cost of fertilizing too much is less than the cost of fertilizing too little,” Ortiz-Monasterio said.  “That’s because they are not taking into account the environmental cost.”
Recent research by Ortiz-Monasterio and others also suggests the problem is far worse than is generally known.  They have found that, as farmers add more and more fertilizer, the resulting emissions begin to grow by disproportionate amounts, increasing on an exponential curve.  The research has become a key clue that could help explain the huge gaps that exist between the amount of N2O that countries — including Mexico — claim to emit, and what atmospheric studies find.
This was not a problem that Norman Borlaug — an American expat who became the Yaqui Valley’s most famous farmer — contemplated when he began, in the years after World War II, to experiment with varieties of wheat in the Sonoran fields.  The discoveries that the Iowa-born plant pathologist made would help end famines in South Asia, win him a Nobel Prize, and launch the “green revolution,” which spread high-yielding varieties of wheat and rice throughout the developing world.
But Borlaug also left a legacy of heavy reliance on synthetic fertilizers, which have become increasingly problematic as the world warms.  There is growing evidence that over-application of fertilizers — particularly in developing nations with growing agricultural industries, such as Brazil, India, China and Mexico — is a central driver accelerating the N2O emissions that contribute to climate change.  “It’s just the ultimate story of unintended consequences,” said Marci Baranski, an expert on GHG emissions and author of a forthcoming book about Borlaug and the green revolution.
At the renowned agricultural research station where Borlaug once worked, Ortiz-Monasterio and other scientists have spent decades documenting the environmental damage that excess nitrogen can cause for the air and water.  The station is the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center, known by its Spanish initials, CIMMYT.  Starting in the 1990s, they began taking emissions measurements — using simple PVC chambers at ground level, extracting the gas with syringes.
The results shocked them.  “They were the highest that anybody had seen in the world at that point,” said Stanford University ecologist Pamela Matson, who has conducted extensive research in the Yaqui Valley.  “It was mind-blowing how large those emissions were.”
‘Something Big Is Pouring Out of That Bay’
Ciudad Obregón was built for farming.  The streets are grid-straight and extra-wide, to accommodate the convoys of diesel-powered cargo trucks passing through to fields and ports.  Cylindrical silos and sprawling wheat depots line the valley that spans a half-million acres, amid a network of irrigation canals connected to 3 reservoirs.
The canals are what allowed the southern tip of the Sonoran Desert to become an agricultural powerhouse.  In the early 1900s, a pair of Los Angeles-based entrepreneurial brothers, W.E. Richardson and Davis Richardson, developed them.  They attracted investors for their vision of a railroad-connected, farming boomtown, by advertising “the most fertile irrigated land on earth” and selling parcels for $25 an acre.  The Indigenous Yaqui people who lived there first would fight bloody battles with the Mexican army as they lost control of rights to the Yaqui River, in a water conflict that lingers to this day.
Borlaug landed in the valley in the 1940s as an agricultural adviser for the Rockefeller Foundation, while the farmers around him were beset by a fungus known as stem rust.  His success during his career established the Yaqui Valley as an international hub for agricultural science.
“This became a mecca for investigators who wanted to improve wheat,” said Pedro Figueroa Lopez, an agronomist who recently retired after a career in wheat improvement with the Mexican government.  “And people have come from many countries.  And they still come here.”
Ortiz-Monasterio now works out of a building on one of the city’s main thoroughfares: Boulevard Dr. Norman E. Borlaug.  His office at CIMMYT is fronted by a bronze statue of Borlaug standing amid sprigs of wheat.
In some ways, Ortiz-Monasterio’s work mirrors that of his predecessor, who died in 2009.  Like Borlaug, Ortiz-Monasterio is part scientist, part unofficial diplomat.  He travels widely and teaches ways to grow wheat.  But their differing messages point to an underlying tension.
Borlaug’s mission was yield.  He wanted wheat grains to be more bountiful, hardier, and more adaptable to places around the world.  His great innovation was to go shorter, developing what was known as semi-dwarf wheat, whose stems would not bend under the weight of larger grains.  In the 1950s and ’60s, those Mexican seeds were introduced in India, Pakistan, China and elsewhere.  They allowed rapid expansions of food production that staved off hunger for millions of people.
In the countries where Borlaug worked, nitrogen rates were low and heavy fertilization was central to his message.  When the Indian government in the 1960s wanted to spread its fertilizer supplies evenly throughout the country, Borlaug opposed that.  He argued that the focus should be on “tremendous yield increases” in certain commercially farmed areas that could be “heavily fertilized and properly watered.”
Since then, global nitrogen fertilizer use has risen sharply, growing from about 10 million metric tons in 1960 to 111.6 million metric tons projected in 2022, according to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.  Farmers in the Yaqui Valley have followed suit.  Surveys by CIMMYT over the decades show that average nitrogen use has risen roughly 6-fold since 1960.
For decades Ortiz-Monasterio has fought an uphill battle to bend that curve downward.  Trained at the University of Illinois, he joined CIMMYT in 1989 and soon began collaborating with Stanford scientists, including Matson, who would win a MacArthur Foundation fellowship, known as a “genius” grant, in 1995.
Then, as now, Yaqui Valley farmers would scatter heavy doses of fertilizer on bare ground, irrigate and wait for days or weeks before planting.  In these wet conditions, soil microbes break down a compound called nitrate in a process that unleashes N2O into the air.
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